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Faculty union gearing up for election
BY CHEETO BARRERA
Daily Staff Writer
The
California
Faculty
Association is speaking out against
two propositions on the ballot for
the November special election.
The CFA, the union that represents faculty members in the
California State University system,
is strongly against Propositions 75

and 76, said Alice Sunshine, CFA
communications director.
Proposition 75 would force
unions to get permission from
members before spending money
on campaign issues. Proposon
76 limits spending growth for
education and give the governor of
California the power to cut funding.
"Prop 76 would change budget-

ing process and would give too
much power to one man, the governor," Sunshine said.
Sunshine said that overall. there
is a lot of money being spent on the
election, but the CFA has limited
resources.
"We are doing more member
education," Sunshine said. "We are
circulating a pledge card to vote
no. which is not that expensive,

and re have an e-mail ersion
which is even less expensive. We
have a vet-) budgeted campaign."
Terry Christensen, a political
science prefessor and a member
of CFA statew.ide politigal action committee. said the CFA has
been gaining political clout with
the legislature. and Proposition 76
will take some of its voice out of
California government.

"It takes power away trout the
legislative people that we have the
most access to," Christensen said.
"Prop 76 would put much more
power in hands of governor. The
legislature voted to give us $40
million (to increase enrollment)
not (the) governor."
Dan Lennon. a lecture’ oi
ology at San Jose State t .iii(eisily.
said Proposition 76 has the most

.ignitnant
tannin:alums
tor
California and education. but said
IIC V.:11 sure %der, would reject it.
"I find 76 out of two probably.
more scary." Lennon,- said. "The
po.stble con,equences and assert101IN are huge. l’he only reason
I’m not gem!». all upset is he,. arec
see ELECTION, page 8

SJSU graduate leaves
legacy with Muppets
Alumnus kept family’, friends laughing
BY PRISCILLA WOO
Daily St aff Writer

DIANA DIROY / DAILY STAFF

During the program "Politics the Gen Y Way," a group of five panelists
came together to discuss the Importance of getting young voters out to
the polls.

It is no surprise to Kathleen Juhl
that her late uncle, Jerry Juhl. the
head writer for dozens of Muppets
projects and an SJSU alumnus.
would have funny nose glasses
provided at the celebratiim of his
life.
"He always kept everybody
laughing." his niece said in a
phone interview. "He was very
funny and very kind."
Juhl died of cancer Sept. 27 in
a hospital in San Francisco. He
was 67.
He was known by his niece as
"the Muppet uncle."
"He was just a delight." she

said. Jure s :1111:1/111 wrist: of humor and compassion will the long
on among his twilit. and family.
A theatre art 11111001. 01111 was
remembered as one
SJSLI’s
most distinguished and creative
graduates
tele% ision. radio. film
and the:lite. said Clarence Flick.
founder of KSJS and the SJSU
titre’ in( ig tam.
"Jerry was one (it’ our students in
the 1960s when the RTV curriculum at SJSII becatne a preparation
for the growing world ot television
information and entertainment."
Flick wrote in an e-mail
During his %ears at MSC, Juhl
standing ’Victorian
shared the si
see JUHL, page 8

City Hall prepares for
grand opening day
Rotunda to be finished for Saturday’s fest
BY SOPHIA SEREMETIS
Daily Staff Writer

DIANA DIROY / DAILY STAFF

Lynn Vavreck, a professor of Political Science at UCLA, gives her signature to Charlie Tseng, a freshman at DeAnza College, at the (rei,
program "Politics the Gen Y Way."

College -age citizens least-likely group to vote in elections
BY CHRISTINE BARKER
Daily Staff Write
One of the aspects ot living in a
democracy like the United States
is that if you are of legal adult age,
you have the right to vote.
The reality is that many young
people between the ages of Di
and 24 don’t turn out to vote on
a consistent basis. With a new
technologically savvy generation,
politics has to evolve to reach the
young adult voter.
"Politics the Gen Y Way: How
new voters are changing the rules
of engagement at election time"
was a discussion that sought to
address the issue of young adult
voter turnout, or lack there of. and
included experts in the field.
"Politics the Gen Y Way" was
a free program held Wednesday
in the Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. Joint Library and organized
by the Conmionwealth Club of
California’s Voices a Reform
Project and the schir
ool of journalism and mass comtnunications at

San Jose State University.
According to the panelists. if
you are a college student. you are
more likely. to participate in the
election process than someone
whS is nd attending college.
"The single biggest factor
that motivates young people to
vote is themselves," said David
Rosenfeld. program director for
Student Public Interest Research
Groups.
The other panelists agreed that
peer-to-peer contact is a major
motivation for young people to
get out and vote, hut it’s not the
only motivation.
Aditi Vaidya, board member
S south Asian American Voting
Youth. said a factor as to if young
adults vote is whether or not they
come from a household where
parents vote.
For Erin Ross. the Washington.
D.C.. executive director of United
Leaders, motivation needs to
come from the candidates because
it’s their job to inspire young people to participate in politics.

Ross exemplified the John F.
ency and how
Kennedy presidIi
older generations still look back
on that time as a politically active
era, especially for young adults,
and since then. there has not been
a politician to till that role.
Besides tnaking it as easy as
possible to register to vote. young
people will take an interest in
S olitics when things start affecting their lives, said John Mott Smith. the voter education program manager for the office of the
California secretpry of state.
From his experiences, that is
when young pet)* educate themselves on issues and vote.
"The single biggest reason why
young people don’t vote is because elected officials don’t target
their campaign messages towards
young people," Rosenfeld said.
Lynn Vavreck. a professor of
pditical science at the University
of California at Los Angeles, said
that the candidates only need a
limited number a votes to win an
election, essentially the ma

ity plus one.
Candidates are gotng to tr> and
get that limited number of votes
from the people who are most
likely to give them their votes,
she said.
"It doesn’t make sense from the
candidates’ perspective to work
extra hard to try and mobilize a
group of people who tum out at
historically and perpetually lower
rates than any other demographic
group," Vavreck said.
In an effort to gain the youth
vote. many candidates turn to
mainstream media to reach out to
young people.
Vavreck said that in 1993.
when Bill Clinton appeared on
MTV and was asked a question on
whether he wore boxers or briefs
(underwear). that was the beginning of when candidates realized
that young people wanted to be
more involved in politics.
"(Young adults) are more
site GEN Y, page 8

The San Jose State University
marching band will help kick off
the festivities this Saturday at the
grand opening of the new City
Hall.
From 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.. San
Jose City Hall will be hosting activities and speakers for the public
to enjoy.
Although City Hall employees
began occupying the building at
the cnd of August, construction
was still tying up loose ends. such
as finishing up the rotunda.
According to the City’s Web
site, 1,032 pieces of glass were
used to make the rotunda.
"It’s thc last clement of the
building to be complete," Noel
Knell said. Knell works in public
outreach at the city manager’s office.

"That’s why we waited for the
middle of October for the grand
opening
to wait thr that focal
point to be available to the community." Knell said.
Part of the day’s activities will
include self-guided tours of the
facilities.
"It’ll be sort of like an open
house of the entire facility." Knell
said. There will be plenty. of volunteers on hand to tield questions
as well.
Knell said the public will be
welcome to explore the building at
thcir own pace. including the 18th
floor of the Ire( er Building. which
houses the offices of the mayor and
City Council and offers some of
the best vistas in the building.
The head architect of the building. Richard Wier. N% ill also be at
tI
e dedication ccreniony as one
see CITY HALL, page 8
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The new San Jose City Hall will hold its grand -opening festivities
Saturday.
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Was it importantfor President Bush to have
nominated a woman to the Supreme Court?

The Supreme Court should be more
representative of society by adding more
women.
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While American politicians waste their time scrutinizing the ideology of Harriet Mier’, President Bush’s latest nominee to the Supreme
Court, very few seem to comprehend or address the greater social significance of filling the high court’s vacancy with a female. It’, crucial
for President Bush to nominate a woman to till the void Sandra Das
O’Connor’s retirement will leave.
As a prominent female justice. O’Connor represented a political al
Icy for females across the nation who saw her as their judicial voice
and role model. Replacing her ss ith a male would has e dishonored the
respect and integrity women hase gained in the justice system during
O’Connor tenure on the court.
Nominating a white male to the court would have reinforced feel
rigs of an ineffective, unresponsive and neglectful government amom2
ss omen.
Men constitute a majority of the court’s positions es-en though
%%omen makeup more than half of the U.S. population. demonstrating a
lack of female representation on the Supreme
Court. The high court should be representative
of the country’s population by aligning itself
with the nation’s ever-changing diversity hs
true sri
properly representing its citizens
toes of democracy
If we are in foreign countries fighting lot
the supposed democratic attribute of equalits.
then our government should employ it as well
Why should we expect Iraqis to place women
RACHEL HILL
in gos eminent positions if we do not?
Since Supreme Court justices hold their pit
sitions for life, it’s vital for a female justice to succeed O’Connor keep
ing the court on the path of resembling and representing our country.
It’s a disgrace that the Supreme Court is made up of mostly agilw
white men, who have lost touch with society in their decades on the
court. The addition of a female was necessary to counter the gender
imbalance and incorporate a different point of view for interpreting the
Constitution.
New and varying ideas should always be sselcome.
Considering that Supreme Court decisions have the potential 1,,
greatly affect our Ilse,. it is important that women are involved in the
decision making process. as well as having a makeup is balanced.
Why should women be taken out of the judicial equation when es
tablishing legal doctrine regarding issues like pregnancy, sexual actis
ties and discrimination’.
Since women are usually more involved with childcare than men.
and bear the I-runt of corporate harassment, shouldn’t they be at the
forefront id the decision making process that address these issues?
These are all reasons w hy. women need more representation in gas
eminent, N% hich I female replacement in the Supreme Court will help

Court appointments should be made on
merit and qualifications, not gender.

1

Women spent many years fighting for their equality. While it can be
debated to what extent they have actually gained full equality, for the
most part, women are seen as equal to men in most aspects of life.
Part of being equal is not receiving preferential treatment, even for a
group that has been traditionally treated unequally.
For this reason. I do not think it was important for President Bush
to have nominated a woman for the current opening on the Supreme
Court.
I’m not saying it was a bad thing for Bush
Don’t get me wrong here
to nominate Harriet Miers. or any other woman for that matter.
However, to say that Bush needed to nominate a woman doesn’t make
sense.
A CBS poll taken in July before any nominations were made found
that 58 percent of Americans thought it was important that Sandra Day
O’Connor’s replacement be a woman.
This statistic shows that people are looking more at the stereotypes of
a potential nominee than the actual candidate.
The gender of a candidate does not necessarily have anything to do with how that person feels about particular issues or hoss they
will perform or behave on the job.
People like to argue for balance on the
Supreme Court and a woman could be
seen as adding balance. However, with a
Republican president and a Supreme Court
already swayed conservatively, a true balance might be created by. nominating someJIMMY DURKIN
one m. ith more liberal views.
That, of course, would never happen. A
president works hard to become elected and part of that reward is being
able to nominate justices who share similar views. I believe there should
be more pressure put on the president to consider more in a nominee than
gender.
Justices on the Supreme Court are supposed to be selected for their
ability to interpret the U.S. Constitution. Whether that candidate is a
male or female should not have any’ bearing. The most important factor
is the qualifications of the candidate. A more qualified candidate should
not be denied a nomination because he is a man.
Openings on the Supreme Court do not come around very often. It is
a lifetime position that is served until death or resignation, which makes
its selection s cry important.
I want this country to have a Supreme Court that they can trust and
believe in. I want the most qualified people to fill the positions. I want
justices who will be able to examine each case carefully and judge based
on the laws of our Constitution.
If that person happens to be a woman, then that’s great. But to say that
President Bush needs to pick a woman cheapens any nomination and denies us the confidence that the best person was selected.

Supreme Court ../NOminee
Woman
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"Yes, to balance it out
and get equality between
the sexes."

"Yes, for gender
diversity. So it’s not all
men."
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Why would it be
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OPINION PAGE POLICY I Readers Sr.’
enciairaged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a response to an
or a j
of view that has appeared iti
Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 215o to 400 words will
be considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar.
libel and length. Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone number. signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at spartandailyaecasa.
sjsusedu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose.
CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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MR. MOJO RISIN’

Generation ’Y’ asks why they should care about anything
Who are these mysterious people that make up
Generation Y? Is that term only applied because it is
a convenient and fitting label for uniformity? A group
of people raised by Nickelodeon and an animated
Italian plumber in red overalls. A mass of faces made
to think that conformity is right and status and acceptance are attainable through the prominent display of
a corporate logo.
Show the world that you are a unique individual by
drinking Coca-Cola.
Wish that sex only lasted 30 seconds to allow more
time for World of Warcraft.
With one douse of Axe body spray, you will turn
from a mild-mannered 20-something into a veritable
interstellar sexual vortex.
Drink Starbucks Frapuccinos and suddenly...
I think I’ve made my point.
This is the ugly truth of the generation that we call

there is to know.
Generation Y.
But altogether, this generation is not a particuWho are these people? You should know. You’ve
read about them in "Fahrenheit 451" and "1984." larly questioning one. Their response to Karl Rove’s
involvement in the Valerie Plame scandal
Generation Y is the first generation of the
is "Who the hell is Karl Rover’ Their renew followers. These are people who have
sponse to the devastation of hurricanes
been raised on opinions rather than news.
They rush home because they can’t miss
Katrina and Rita’? "Yeah that sucks." The
their daily fix of "reality" TV. Remember
motto of this generation may as well be, "Is
this going to involve getting up’?"
Guy Montag’s wife from "Fahrenheit 451"
who wouldn’t leave the house because she
This is a generation that revolves
was with her television "family"? Yeah.
primarily around materialism. Since
the early ’80s, corporations have spent
This generation has also been dubbed
"Generation Why." Is this someone’s idea
billions of dollars targeting their products
To this generation from the time they were
of a cruel joke? Of any recent generation.
JOE SHREVE
this one is quite possibly the least likely to
born. Since childhood the television that this
generation is glued to has told them that they
question anything. Maybe growing up using
the Internet has given them the misguided belief that only way to be cool and popular and attractive is to
all they need to do is Google something to learn all buy a certain product or dress like a certain celeb-

rity. Just look how young girls idolize and dress like
Christina Aguilera and Britney Spears.
When it comes to voting this generation
overwhelmingly practices a brand of apathy
that is appalling. John Kerry based much of his
campaign on reaching out to the younger generation,
and claimed to have registered thousands upon thousands of new voters. That group sure got him elected,
didn’t it?
No no no, when it comes to actively
participating in anything other than satisfying themselves, Generation Yers would much rather read about
what city Paris Hilton is whoring around in than about
the issues facing this nation.
The next 50 years should he interesting.
Joe Shreve is a Spartan Daily impy editor. "Mr.
Mojo Risin’ "appears every other Thursday.

Jamaica Dyer

Devour the Child

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members.The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may
require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
TODAY
SJS1.1 Catholic Campus Ministry
The Alpha Omega Student
Fellowship will hold a meeting
at 8 p.m. in the SJSU Catholic
Campus Ministry Chapel. For
more information. contact Kay
Polintan at 938-1610.
Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
There will be a Bible study at
7 p.m. in the Guadalupe room
of the Student Union. For more
information. contact Diane Kim
at 499-7153.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministrv
Mass will be held at 12:10 p.m.
in the SJSU Catholic Campus
Ministry Chapel. For more
information, contact Fr. Jose
Rubio at 938-1610.
SJSUmien:s Rugby Club
There will be practice from
3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. on
10th and Alma streets. For more
information, contact lelody
Ocampo at (530) 574-115-5
Career Center
There will be a technical career
internship fair from 3 p.m. to
5 p.m. in the Loma Prieta room
of the Student Union. For more
information, contact Marisa
Staker at 924-6171.
5,/Spirit. oig
There will be an event titled

-Homosexuality and the Bible What the Bible really says about
homosexuality" at 3 p.m. in the
Montalvo room of the Student
Union. For more infonnation.
contact Chaplain Roger at
605-1687.
Listening Hour Concert Series
There will jazz combo playing
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in
room 150 of the Music building.
For more information. contact
Joan Stubbe at 924-4649.
Counseling Services
There will be a general process
group from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. in
room 201 of the Administration
building. For more information,
contact Ellen Lin or Rachel
Kitazono at 924-5910.
Counseling Services
There will be an Asian American
and Pacific Islander discussion
series from noon to 1:20 p.m. in
room 201 of the Administration
building. For more information,
contact Ellen Lin or Rachel
Kitazono at 924-5910.
School 0/Art and Design
There will be an exhibition of

414

Got Problems?
Column helps students solve

life’s ordeals
Got an SJSU related problem or question? Too busy to solve it yourself? Want
someone else to help you? Well, worry no longer. In his new column "Spartan
Solutions," the Spartan Daily’s very own Executive Editor John Myers will do
his best to answer two questions submitted by students in each column. Just go to
www.thespartandaily.com and click on letters to submit your problem or question.
Make sure to include your name, year, major and contact information.

The Spartan Daily
will not be publishing
online this Friday.
We’ll publish in print
again on Monday.
Have a good weekend.
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student art from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the Art and Industrial Studies
buildings. For more information,
contact the gallery office at
924-4330.
Society of Latino Engineers and
Scientists
There will be a meeting from
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the
Almaden room of the Student
Union. For more information,
contact Ricardo Barajas at
921-1366.

School of Art and Design
There will be an exhibition of
student art from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the Art and Industrial Studies
buildings. For more information,
contact the gallery office at
924-4330.
Student Lile and Leadership
Applications are being accepted
to learn how to train students to
address issues of diversity. You
can pick up an application in the
Mosaic Cross Cultural center in
the Student t ’mon.
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Thanks to the
Job Fair Sponsors

interns"
Hertz corporation

Parta’’’’841e

sponsors Spartan Chart40
:ergusori
P0\e
G Enterprises
Paramourit’srGattie02:
Cisco
45 & E/ertm
Cintas Corp
r-sYsterns
argo
Hewlett padka’a

ISI IIMI
PACKAGE

Cintas Corporation
Enterprise Rent A Car
Hyperion Solutions
Maxim Healthcare Services
New York Life Insurance
Protiviti
Target
T- Mobile
The Clorox Company
Toyota Motor Sales
Walgreens

co\b‘‘

S.

CUSTOMER

$50 Special!
Haircut, Manicure, Pedicure
(Reg, $55)
Additional Services 20% Off

HAIR COLOR SALON
lull Sers

Business Career/Internship Fair
Wednesday, October 12
Ballroom SU
(Enter SO via 9th St. Stairs)
3:00pm - 5:00pm
Early Bird Pass Admittance 0 noon
Al the lob fairs:
Dress for success and bring resumes targeted
specifically to each employer of interest. SJSU
students bring current Tower Card. SJSU alumni
bring current Career Center Membership Card,

(408)

Participants
ABF Freight System. Inc.
Amenprise Financial Services
Applied Materials. Inc.
CA Board of Equalization
CA Dept. of Finance- Audits &
Evaluations
CA Dept. of Financial Institutions
CA Dept.of Transportation
CA Franchise Tax Board
CA State Auditor
Chevron Corporation
Cintas Corporation
Cisco Systems. Inc.
Con -Way Western Express
Defense Contract Audit Agency
Downey Savings
Drug Enforcement Agency

1.12221=-One Washington Square

www.careercenter.$)su.edu

E&J Gallo Sales
Enterprise Rent A Car
ENTRY POINT - AAAS
Fastenal Company
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
GlaxoSmithKline
Hertz Corporation
Hilti, Inc
Hitachi
Hyperion Solutions
Infineon Technologies
Internal Revenue Service
JCPenney
Kaiser Permanents
Kohl’s Department Stores
Lockheed Martin
MA Labs

San Jose. CA 95192-0032

Modular F

Maxim Healthcare Ser.
New York Life Ins.
NUMMI
Old Navy
Pacific Capital Bancorp
Pacific Gas and Electric
Panda Restaurant Group
PETsMART
Protiviti
Rite Aid Corporation
Safeway, Inc
San Jose Mercury News
SanDisk Corporation

Smith & Associates
Target
The Clorox Company
T-Mobile
Toyota Motor Sales
U.S. Marine Corps
Walgreens
Wells Fargo Bank
Wells Fargo Bank
Audit/Security
West Marine

careercenter.
s,suedu
408 924 6031

TYY 408 924 6268
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screens athletes for illegal
Spartans saddle up for Broncos Keeping it clean .’ School
substances with drug testing
BY JIMMY DURKIN
Dad, nirf
The San Jose State t
football team will try to end
game losing streak and 511.7, .1 pair
of Boise State University 27 -game
winning streaks when the Spartans
face the Broncos in Boise. Idaho, at
5 p.m. Saturday.

FOOTBALL
Boise State has won its last 27
home games and its last 27 Western
Athletic Conference gaines. but
SJSU will look to finish the job it
nearly completed last season when
it gave the Broncos their biggest
scare of the regular season.
The Spartans took the Broncos
to double -overtime in the Nov. 13.
2()04, game at Spartan Stadium before losing 56-49.
"We’re excited to go up there."
senior defensive lineman Kinji
Green said. "We had a heart -breaking loss last year against them and
we’re ready to show them it’s difwe’re better than last
ferent
year."
He added that the Spartans are
not focusing on the past.
"We’re not talking about it that
much because that was last year and
this is a different team," Green said.
"If we lost 010-0 or if we won last
year. it doesn’t matter. ’They have
a new team and we have a !link
team."
Senior wide receiver Rufus
Skillem was spectacular in last
year’s game. recording career-highs
in catches with 10 and yards with
167. while also hauling in a careerlong 79-yard touchdown pass.
This season. Skillem has been
the Spartans’ top receiver with 20
receptions for 332 yards and three
touchdowns. He ranks lirst in the
WAC with 16.6 yards per catch.
"We’re blessed to have him as
a part of our team," said SJSU

coach Dick Tome -He’s a great
leader and he’, highly intelligent.
... Everybody se play knows he’s
a threat."
Skillem was quick to mention
that the Spartans have a lot of other
players that can beat teams.
Senior receiver James Jones has
caught 17 passes tor 196 yards. senior tight end Bryan Watt’: has 12
catches for 197 yards and junior
receiver John Broussard has two
touchdown receptions.
"(1antsi knou that if they
spend too much attention on me
that there’s other %side receivers
that can gash them just as bad,Skillem said.
When Boise State came rolling
into Spartan Stadium to play SJSU
last year in front of an ESPN2 audience, the Broncos were ranked 10th
in the Associated Press poll and
were bringing in hopes of a Bowl
Championship Series bid.
This year, Boise State is 3-2 and
24) in the WAC and is not nationally ranked.
Boise State has won its last
three games, hut had to overcome a
14-7 halftime deficit to beat Division
I -AA Portland State.
"We’re not executing like we
need to execute.- Boise State coach
Dan Hawkins said in a teleconference. "We’ve got too much water
in the gits lank. Hawkins said his team will
need to improve to beat SJSU.
"I think (the Spartans) continue to get better:* Hawkins said. "I
have the utmost respect for coach
Tomey. They do a great job on
both sides of the ball. ...We’re going to have to play a lot better than
we’ve been playing to win."
Even with their recent struggles. the Broncos are a tough team
to play against at home in Bronco
Stadium, which is well known for
its Blue Astro Play turf.
Boise State has not lost at home
since dropping a 41-20 decision

to Washington State University on
Sept. 8. 2(X)l.
Green said that despite the lack
of success teams have had playing
in Boise, he doesn’t buy into the
significance of the home-tield advantage.
-As a player, you rarely notice
it:’ he said. "On the field, you just
concentrate on the opponent in
front of you. You’re not worried
about the crowd or the blue turf
it’s overrated."
The Spartans showed some
improvement on third down in
Saturday’s 24-17 loss to Utah State
as they convened on 4-of-18 third
down attempts. SJSU entered the
game having convened just two of
its last 32 attempts.
A key factor in improving on the
first two downs will be developing
a more consistent running game,
Tomey said.
Junior tailback Al Guidry made
his first start for SJSU against
Utah State, the third different running back to start a game for the
Spartans.
"We feel as though the team
doesn’t miss a step when either one
( itiidry said. "We’re all
of us is
just try mg to play our roles and help
the team"

BY SOPHIA SEREMETIS
Den), Staff ’A tel
The winner of the 42 -kilometer
marathon in the 1904 Olympics
in St. Louis would have been
stripped of his medal by today’s
standards.
Tom Hicks had taken a dose
of strychnine and brandy as a
stimulant during the race.
It wasn’t unusual at that
time for marathon runners and

enhancing substances probably
dates back as far as the original
Olympic Games, according to an
April 1997 issue of The Physician
and Sportsmedicine.
That "extra edge" athletes are
sometimes looking for can come
at a high price. After Tom Hicks
crossed the finish line, he col-

lapsed from the drugs.
Events such as the Balco designer-steroid scandal helped
heighten public awareness of a
problem that spans all classes of
athletes from professional and
down to the college and high

see DRUGS, page 5
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Tonik. Cover your A-Z.

RSEPTH
cyclists to take a combination
like that for competition, said
Dr. Bill Johnson. lecturer in
the kinesiology department at
San Jose State University.
Strychnine, when used in a
very small dose, causes nerve
endings to become super sensitive. The brandy was to balance out the negative effects,
Johnson said.
"It’s like waking up your
body but turning off your
brain.- Johnson said.
The use of performance

MINH’S
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452 N. SAN CARLOS1,141111444
.
(NEAR BIRD AVE.) SAN JOSE, CA 9511

Your rate can be $64-$123 per month’. It’s fast and
online So, apply today at my website below.

BayCrest Insurance Services
(275 S. Wiricheslcr Blvd.. Suite 1,1-i
San Jose, CA 95 1 28

(408) 249-4611
CA Insurance
License #0B18073
Or apply at our website:
www.baycrestinsuranceservices.com

AUTO BODY & PAINT
State Farm Service First
Insurance Work Welcomed
Over 20 years experience
Competitve Rates
I -Car Trained Technicians
All Work Guaranteed

You’re young. You’re healthy. But hey, life is
unpredictable. All it takes is one slip, one fall, one
biff, and the financial pain can outweigh the
physical. Whether you’re laid out on the snow, sand
or grass, you’re going to wish you were covered.

FREE
Estimates

Mon-Sat
8:30am-6:30pm
(408) 993-0471
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LIVE RACING

FRI DAY’S
ALIVE!

AT BAY MEADOWS

OCTOBER 14TH - FIRST POST 7:00 PM
The path you choose today
can lead to tomorrow’s success.
State

Compensation

Insurance

It you’re ready to apply your knowledge and skills in the post
graduation Job market, then toss your hat in with State Fund,
State Fund, the leading workers’ compensation insurance
carrier in California, is interested in graduates seeking
opportunity and stability. We offer a wide range of positions
throughout California, plus an environment that will foster
your continued growth.
At State Fund you’ll find exceptional benefits, professional
training to expand your horizons,and many advancement
possibilities.

Fund

(weer opportunities
may be available in:

- -,grocation:
iS Wilting
flalITIS

loss Control
Business Services
Customer Service
legal
information Technology
Finance and Accounting
Human Resources
Administration

Learn how you can Join us by visiting www.scif.corn or by
contacting Human Resources at 415 565 1/22. Then launch
your career with State Fund and rise to new heights.

STATE
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FUND

IT’S $1 NIGHT.
$1 ADMISSION, $1 PROGRAMS,
$1 BEERS*, $1 SODAS, Si HOT DOGS
AND Si SLICE OF PIE!
PLUS LIVE ENTERTAINMENT BY

MOTHER HIPS

051 BEERS SERVED FROM 7-8PM, $2 BEERS SERVED UNTIL 10PM, FULL PRICE FOR REMAINDER OF NIGHT

vw,fw.baymeadows.com
FOR INFORMATION CALL (650) 574 - RACE
Bay Meadows Racetrack located West of HWY 101
off HWY 92 in San Mateo

is on Equal oppor turity Moor
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associate head athletic trainer. said
there is a "random sampling of athletes from each sport" chosen to be
tested in proportion to the number
of athletes on the team.
Randomness is ensured through
the use of a computer program and
testing is done by the training department, Burns said.
The samples are then sent to independent labs to be analyzed.
SJSU tests for street drugs.
stimulants and steroids. Both tests
cover all three of those drug classes, Burns said.
To ensure there was no tampering with the urine "we have to
test the Ph and the specific gravity
of each sample before we send it
in, and that will account for urine
manipulators," Burns said.
If an athlete fails a test for the
first time, or any time afterward.
they have mandatory counseling.
Those athletes are also required
to take the test each time it’s
given afterward.
"It’s not random for them anymore." Burns said.
Burns said a second positive
test result means athletes loses
20 percent of their competitie
seasons.
"They’d still be allowed
to practice, but for the next
20 percent of their season, they
wouldn’t be able to compete in
those games," Burns said.

DRUGS - Athletes tested at random
continued from page 4

San Jose State University. like
most Division-IA schools, employs
two forms of mandatory drug testing. Johnson said, adding that one
is administered by the university.
the other by the NCAA.
Both forms of test are done by
analyzing urine samples. Johnson
said.
For the SJSU test. Jeb Bums,

school levels.
But despite all this. Johnson
said the courts are clear in cases of
the NCAA.
"Drug testing is not legal for the
purpose of leveling the field, it’s
only legal for providing safety to
the player." he said.

Try All The Winning Varieties!
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Nob Hill, Food Maxx

LEAN POCKETS’
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het.

CROISSANT POCKETS’

TRY DIFFERENT KINDS OF

and other fine stores in sour are
tin the freezer sectiont

Brand Stuffed Sanduuhrs

SUSHI

Try our new HOT POCKETS’ brand
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WO COUPON 1

RISK FREE!
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HOT POCKETS’, LEAN POCKETS’.
CROISSANT POCKETS",

The third time, athletes lose a
year of competitive eligibility as
well as their scholarship. Burns
said, and the fourth time, they are
no longer able to participate in any
spoil.
"That is average across the nation." Burns said. "There are some
more punitive, some more lenient,
and we kind of fall right in the
midrange."
As an issue of California confidentiality laws, SJSU drug test results cannot be passed on to other
institutions.
So if an athlete wanted to transfer to another school to avoid the
consequences, there is nothing
stopping them, Burns said.
"We use it as a means for discouraging drug use and consequences are meant to be rehabilitaOw." Burns said.
The NCAA also conducts its
own year-round testing program
that is Independent of SJSU’s,
Burns said.
.ear, they test football
plus al least tine other sport."
Burns said. "The) usually do IR to
20 football players, and usually
about six to eight athletes front the
other sports."
Burns said they’re looking specifically for anabolic steroids and
1.1 rine-masking agents.
X.:cording to the 2005-06
A Division -I drug testing
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Photo illustration by AnnaCorey
consent form, the first failed test
results in loss of eligibility list a
full year and a second failed test
results in total loss of eligibility to
participate.
An athlete can’t switch schools
to get away from a positive NCAA
test, said Anthony Archbald, assistant commissioner of compliance for the Western Athletic
Cont erence.
chbald said the WA(’ doesn’t
has,: an) guidelines, but mandates that each member school
must follow the NCAA’s banned
substance standards.
Although the 2005-06 banned
substance list clarifies what is illegal, there is a gray area regarding nutritional supplements, such
as the kind found in a General
Nutrition Center store. Burns

said,
Helen Ziraldo, a lecturer in
the department of nutrition and
food sciences, said in an e-mail
that in 1996. Congress passed an
act in which the Food and Drug
Administration would no longer
regulate dietary supplements.
The fact that the FDA doesn’t
regulate the supplement industry
creates many problems, she said.
Ziraldo wrote because supplement contents and ingredient
lists are not well regulated, there
could more dangerous ingredients
in products that are not actually
listed on the product’s label.
Burns added that purchasing
nutritional supplements is risky.
diev ’re just grabbing some
stuff oft the shelf at GNC, I tell
them. ’You’re taking a chance.’"

Stanford Univnrsity

ja School of Education

\

Do YOUwant to TEACH?

San Jose State
UNIVERSITY

Do YOUwant to CHANGE the world?

University Scholars Series
hosted by
Provost Carmen Sigler
Presents
* * * * * :i:* *

Monday, October 17111, 7:00-8:30pm
Thursday, October 27th, 7:00-8:30pm

Kenneth Coale

CERAS Building, Room 300
L.;

Director of the Moss Landing Marine Lab

Thursday, October 13, 2005
Spartan Bookstore
12:30 pm
Free Admission
* * * * * * * *
Dr. Kenneth Coale will be speaking on his work at
the Moss Landing Marine Laboratories.

Tk Stanford Teacher Education Program k a unique teacher education
program leading to a \ faster 01 Arts in Education and a preliminary
California Teaching Credential. We offer \ fultiple Suhject (open only to
Stanford underg,rads) and Single Subject credentials.
SI LP seek, to prepare and support teachers working with diverse learners
to achieve high intellectual, audemic. and social standards hy creating
democratic classrooms and equitable schools.
Find out more from current and former students. faculty & program staff!!
STEP Contact Information

* * * * * * * *

Phone:

650 723 0332
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Email 0
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This Series is cosponsored by the Dr Martin Luther Kind, Jr Library and Spartan Bookstwe.

For more information, call 808-2007
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’Elizabethtown’ follows unexpecting courtship
Bloom shines as leading man
BY CHRISTINE BARKER

Just when things seem to be going along according to plan, life
has a way of yanking that plan
from under y ou. but in turn, opens
U p nos :Rennes to explore.
In the tradition ot mos ies us ith a
meaning and at lust 90 minutes of

MOVIEREVIEW
eye candy.
"Elizabethfimn" is a iefreshing
look at a young man in the midst of
life-altering circumstances.
("Jerry
Cameron
Crowe
"Almost Famous").
Maguire,"
known for blending his love of
music into his movies for added
affect, offers audiences a chance to
take lessons from the film and apply it to their my n hues.
"Elizabethtoys ii Is the Storyof
Drew Baylor. play ed by British
heartthrob Orlando Bloom, who
does a surprisingly belies able
American accent.
In Baylor’s svi,r1d. success
means working at Mercurs. a top
athletic shoe company. and has ing
the chance to design the next rey 4,lutionary shoe.
Baylor is the average 20 something making it in the working world, with little time for life
outside of the office.
Besides his hardy -there relationship with his hot Cu is orker
who only sees Bas tor as ittractise
during his brief stint of success.
Baylor’s life is his shoe.
That is until his perfect shoe
creation flops and costs Mercury
billions of dollars, and Baylor his
job.
Where do you go and what do
you do when failure is starring you
in the face?
Baylor’s unsuccesstul attempt
at suicide, y ma dust taping a butcher
knife aimed at his chest to an exercise machine, is halted when he receives a phone call from his sister.
Their father. Mitch itly lot, has
passed away and his sisici and
mother, played by Susan Sarandon.
need hint take sate iit the luneral
arrangements hack in Mitch’s

1 I I ,zabetlitouy n. K).
With billy RIC attempts on hold.
Bay lor makes his way to a place
far from what he knoss s, and
meets a whole side of his tamily
he hardly kneyy existed.
On his journey, he mails ertently crosses the path of quirky
flight attendant Claire IKirsten
Dunsti who becomes somewhat
of a tour guide of lite to Baylor
iii
stay
his
During
Elizabethtown, he sees Me lose
the toss it and the lamils hod tor
his lather. :mil learns things not
only about Ins lather, hut also
about himself.
With the odd, but strangely
adorable relationship Bay tor
forms with Claire. she helps him
see that there is more to lite than
what he might has e had in mind.
A wild %% editing party staying at the sank’ hotel as Baylor
shows that !de and lose still exist. and adds some coitus Ilan to
the lilm.
Crosse has a way of portray mg
relatiiinships. romantic and pl
ii
. UI .1 .incere and pure light.
lie captures the audience by familiarizing emotions and situations eu s one still IViale
htluiuutits ils11.11 tan base \s ill he
surprised at his ability to take on
and own the o tie of Bay lor. a fir
cry from an elf or a shl it.hhuckler.
Ito not a big fan ot Dunst, but
she has the believability to be the
free bird character she portray!.
and only mildly grates on the
nerves.
Other notable cameo appearances are made by Alec Baldwin
as the CEO of Mercury. Jessica
Biel as his hot co-worker and the
Food Network’s Paula Dean as
his typically southern Aunt Dora.
You might walk out of the
movie theater, not sure it you
loved or hated it. but siiu’ll he
thinking about it long alto its
mer.
"Elizabethtown" shows that
MC has a way of surprising you.
and sometimes just YY hen y iii
think your life is over, it’s only
waiting to begin.
hometosu ii

Director Crowe
speaks about
movie, career
BY CHRISTINE BARKER
Dad, 5taii ’/Vr !ter
Cameron Crowe is a filmmaker who knows how to fuse
his love of music and movie making into one. He started out
as a journalist for Rolling Stone
magazine and later moved into
writing, directing, and producing movies. Along with his most
recent movie. "Elizabethtown,"
other notable credits on Crowe’s
growing list include the ’80s teen
hit -Say Anything." "Singles"
and "Vanilla Sky."
Q: How do you view music
in film as the medium of human
emotions? What does music do
that film cannot? What does film
do that music cannot?
A: Wow. that is a smoking
question! I just have to say that
loving music is constantly surprising and viable to me as kind of a
background for making movies
because when you can match the
right piece of music with the right
piece of film. both get stronger.
But every once in a while,
the right piece of music can really match something you filmed
and scratch at your soul in a way
that as a music fan and a film fan
you feel like both are enhanced.
I walls love what has happened

’Elizabethtown’
Rah’
r- I 3
t, I 23 minutes
Run
Starring: Orlando Bloom, Kirsten
Dunst, Susan Sarandon, Alec
Baldwin, Bruce McGill, Judy
Greer
Directed by Cameron Crowe
Written by Cameron Crowe
Studio: Paramount

5151 .0( 1.,. Or 4.5** ote who, ,p,oved ,,odanorks

PHOTO COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT
Kirsten Dunst, left, and Orlando Bloom play opposite each other in the romance ’Elizabethtown.’
in some of the movies I have made
right up through "Elizabethtown"
with the way we have been able to
use music.
Q: In the film when Claire
meets Drew on the plane. she is
what
speaking u ith him about
she believes names mean. I was
wondering what you would say
about your name’? What would you
say that a "Cameron" would be described as
A: The only other Cameron that
I really met was Cameron Diaz. I
don’t know if there is a Cameron
description. really. I mean, illbt
as far as I am concerned. I ssu lidd
hope it would just be someone who
is trying to fellow their instincts.
That is sort of what I am always
trying to do in life or in the pursuit
of making a movie.
Q: A lot of your movies have
a real meaning to them. The audience leaves the theater wondering
and thinking about what they just

saw. What inspires you to do the
movies you do and was there any
personal experiences that you put
into your film. besides "Almost
Famous,- obviously’?
A: Yes. I mean this movie,
"Elizabethtown," is a tribute to my
dad. It is somewhat of a love letter
to his home state, Kentucky, and
that came from personal experience in knowing how much that
was a part of our family heritage.
But I found pretty early on that
for better or worse some of the
times when I would write the most
personal things almost to a degree
where I would plan on cutting
them out later but did not know
that would he the thing that people
would respond to the most.
So sometimes that stuff comes
from personal life and sometimes
it doesn’t. So it changes but generally the stuff that comes from your
heart is the stuff that other people
find most universally true for them

too I am happy to say.
Q: Orlando Bloom has been
in so many movies where he has
kind of played the traditional role
of a hero - - like "Pirates of the
Caribbean" or "Lord of the Rings"
where he is swinging a sword
or shooting an arrow. Did that play
into how you cast him.’ Or what
brought you to cast lii ii’
A: I liked that he us as sin prising
in the way he slealt ssith some of
those things like failure and feelings of suiside and stuff like that. I
like that he kind of masked a lot of
the obvious side of that hut if you
looked in his es es sou could see
what he u i/t Milt I hrOugh.
I loved Thai he was sort of
sir:Inge land in
a stranger
Kentucky. %slue!) us ;is a big kind of
thing that I us anted to rem esent.
really \yell with
He also usu it
the music I %% anted (4, use. He’s
abnikg
hi
music fan and it shows. I
think.

Indonorki of liCJ (01/011.0011

FREE iPod nanos!!!
Get your free iPod nano at:
www.ipodnanos.freepay.com/?r=23047307

Students
Save 50%
on Symphony
Tickets!
Subscriber Benefits
Unlimited Ticket Exchange
Ticket Exchange by Phone
Create-Your-Own Series
Season Highlights
MTT conducts Stravinsky’s
Oedipus Rex in a semi-staged production
Violinist Sarah Chang plays Sibelius
David Robertson conducts Carmine burana
Pianist Lang Lang plays Beethoven
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Game On: The History, Culture and future of Videogames Exhibit it The Tech.
Developed by the Barbican Museum in London, Game On has come to the West Coast for the first
time ever Play over 100 games while learning about the game design process and the wider world
of videogame culture And don’t miss Into the Pixel, an exhibit about the art of the videogame
opening October 26 VISO WWW thetech org or call 408 294 8324 for tickets and more information
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Knightley takes on role of ’Domino’
Story of real -life bounty hunter bogged down by complex layers in plot
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
[)ail 5tatt y’sir rtei
Unless you are inteiested iii
bounty hunters, the molt and ex pit
sions
and some random scenes
with Jerry Springer and a couple of
the "Beverly Hills 90210" guys
you probably won’t want to spend
$9.50 to watch the hint I /minim.

11 \II

I\(;1,,, 7

\

Pete Postlewait,
a San Jose
State University
alumnus and
bartender at
Gordon Biersch
on East San
Fernando Street,
prepares his
specialty drink
for customers on
Friday.

MOVIEREVIEW
on the big screen.
On the other hand, if you just
want to watch Keira Knightley
as a tierce bounty hunter named
Domino ll.iise \ kicking some
serious ass. lent it. Its W4 Oh the
rental lee’.
The nuts ie. directed hy fony
Ltie
Scott, is Ncr, loosely I mset.I
life ol Domino Hat se).a C:11111i
b011IW.

1111111er,

is I titlist

DRINK OF THE WEEK

C:11 Ili]

this Neat ot a drug is cidose
!dim\ ’,mulls hunt,
hIai \ C
Rimtkc,
UM Ed Moshe \
and (’Iloco titlai Ratline/ t
The casting for these two bount
hunters was phenomenal I tis
couldn’t have picked :my hod \ else
to be as tough looking as Rom Li
as rugged-hioking is Battik cc
Bars e
narrates the min re
while being questioned in lad
by an FBI criminal psscholiigi.d
named Taryn Miles 1 tic’, I iii
The plot unfolds as liars e
paints Miles a picture or ii ha( has
happened to her and how she has
landed herself in jail.
ilir\i.e%et,

Af

laIA C 1,1,1.111L -es 160111

scene it ssene mid null so immy
complex laser, in the plot. it is
easy to get ,..mt used about is hat
the locus ot the movie is.
For example. halt Ziering and
Brian Austin r keen, the token
celebrities Mini "Bevel ly
play reality "IV shim
902 It
hosts I or -The Bounty Squad. -

BY CHRISTINE BARKER
PHOTO COURTESY OF NEW LINE CINEMA
Keira Knightley plays Domino Harvey, a bounty hunter in trouble with the mob, in ’Domino.’
From the mob wanting to

needing
Springer ...umSI
s,,,,itio.ot to tot her granddaughter’s
OpCI:Illtql, it is cas
to wonder
ills whs. .11C (lucre ...(1 many random Mings going on at once’
I he plot, it Mete
\ us ust

Walken).
With has Mg this sort of intense ht111111 lillnier pled. a movie
i.an sometimes become too dark.
It is ci it. Sc ’it is able to sprinkle
m 5 otitis tehel throughout the
tins le and that makes the mood
a lot less serious and more enjoyable.
Parts iil the mos ie were repottii e and ss as too unrealistic. 00.1

nut, mom plot. is film
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.10bIlle ale assii2ned 5 that it is being taped tot the lealit \ show they
signed on to is ith Warner Hits
producer Mark !leis. IChristopher
her

hunters.

Fluoughout the entire miwie.
IlarseN sa\ s. "I am a bounty hunter- lo lie honest. it lost its charm
alter lite tlutt tI time she said it.
4111i2 p01111 In the it’s ie, there
is a sex scene alter a niiISSINe tour
bus wreck and the couple "does km trout id about live or six other

people
need I say more?
Now, there are some perks to
having Kinghtley as the main
charactet iii itt action movie.
For the \ ming gentlemen out
Mete silt, think she’s a looker.
KnightleN otters a lap dance
Messed in olds her bra and panties in ’tile; to get informal ion
illot .1 .2angster
needless to
sit N she ,2ot the information she
needed
Fhe ttlin -Domino- opens in
theme’s
’Domino’

’s think ot a brew
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therselt us not nisi
cry. therefore. beer. As I
\ kls lea med
about beer.
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ELECTION - Some union members believe faculty would be hindered by Proposition 75

continued from page 1
continued from page 1
of the speakers. Meier is also
responsible for building the billion-dollar Getty Center in Los
Angeles. He is known for trying
to incorporate the natural
tinto
nem
orivnplans.
e
hisn
building
In September. some Spartan
Daily staff members were oflered
a tour of the new City Hall.
On the tour, facilities manager Matt Morley said, "One of
the things that Richard Meters
is big on is bringing in natural
light."
The use of skylights throughout the facilities and the narross
design of the Tower Building SS as
meant to reflect this.
-What that allows is for the
light to come in on both sides so
that all the staff can have some
element of natural light in their
workspace." Morley said.
The Council Chambers wing
was designed to embrace the public it is meant to serve.
Rather than the City Council
being up above every-body as
it v,as in the old chambers,
Councilman Ken Yeager said
on the September tour, the design is more like stadium seating with the council members at
floor level. The idea is to put the
council eye-to-eye ss ith the public. "At least when people speak
to us. we’re on the same level,"
Yeager said.
Also featured on the tour will
be exhibits by History San Jose.
including the first IBM computer
The waterscape, located on
the Santa Clara Street side of the
building, is a "must see." Knell
said.
The City commissioned artists to create the fountain to make
"that the main element of public
art associated vs ith the building."
Morley said on the September
tour.
’The tall steel spires are actually computer controlled misters,
meaning if the weather conditions
permit, they will mist and it will
"help to cool the plaza." Morley
said, and the fog it creates in the
plaza is a nice touch.
"This is a different kind of
building." Knell said. She hopes
the public us ill come to -learn
about and appreciate what City
Hall can offer to the community."
"It’s definitely a positive step
in terms of where we came from."
Knell said.

it looks like it is heading to defeat
to such a large degree."
Liz. Cara, president of the SJSU
chapter of CFA. said Proposition
75 is an attack on unions.
"Basically we are opposed to
Prop 75 because 75, we feel, is
totally unnecessary and is an attack on working people,- said Li,
Cara, president of the San Jose
State University chapter of CFA.
"We are speaking out against because it is lust not necessary. No
one is forced to be in union. If
someone wants money not go to

Be an Angel...
Donate Eggs!
If you are 21-29 years old nonsmoker
healthy bright and responsible
Call Family Fertility Center
All ethnicities needed

1-800-939-6886

political action, (he or she) can
write a letter."
110\st:set%
according
to
sit %k yinarnold.com.
a
Web
site sponsored by Gov. Arnold
Seim ar/enegger. Proposition 75
allisuss 11111011 members to have
more of a voice in how their dues
are spent.
"Union members should be able
to decide whether to contribute their
money to candidates or political
campaigns." the Web site’s frequently asked questions page reads.
"This proposal will give individual
union members more control over
how their dues are spent. Calls to the .14/Serilor office

continued from page 1
house with floor to ceiling comet
us iiidirss
airsiss
10111
campus
ith roommate Mcl Swope. who
is now a Producer
TV
shoyss such as "The Partridge
Family" and "Police Story’’ Flick
said.
"(Juhl and Swope) were the
quiet enthusiasts pursuing cresal% e us tiling and production and
testiii2 it on our live productions
on liNTV I in the
said " rho were the evaniples
oi students in put suit ot know I

edge and excellence, clearly with
goals in mind that occupied their
total student life."
After he graduated. Juhl joined
Jim Benson’s Muppets and
svorked there for more than 30
yeas S
...1Crr!,
wrote all the shows,Flick said. "It was watched by 225
itiillirrn pe,iple around the world
esei’y \seek. Movie and TV stars
us :wed in line to be guests on the
shire,
.1
tecelS Ctl many awards
as head nutiter tor "
Muppet
show
tic
fib It, he -

continued from page 1
informed than people else is
credit for." Poss said. ietertill
to pC0p1C us lust us.itch T11C I tali>
Show,- \shish Is an ithicastnl
popular noss and entertainment
program.
"Unless you actually know
what is going on in the neus s,

you don’t get most of the jokes,"
Ross said. "S,. sou [lase to have
at least a baseline 01 information out there so that you understand and appreciate -The Daily
Two SJSU : students \slit) attended the program and us ho have
also been jowl\ el in campus
politic s agreed that it is mainly up
to sitssig people to get theit peers

*Free Supply of condoms
’Research opportunity in a new
contraceptive study of a vaginal gel
’Free information on available methods

CALL OUR INFORMATION LINE
AT 800-300-5767
Sponsored by CFHC, a non-profit health organization

Listen. Process. Help.

GavIlan College seeks gual.fied and
enthusiastic applicants tor o
12
month position as institutional Researcher
Under administrative direction the successful
candidate will design conduct analyze.
evaluate and report a wide variety ot
institutional research surveys, data and
related studies Activities include designing
and maintaining data warehousing and
archiving systems for relevant materials and
information, providing expert assistance to
others in ale design, analysis and reporting of
data and research and perform other related
duties as assigned
Position closes 11/10/05
For application and more details, vise us
online, or call (408)848-4755.

national election cur an Associated
Students election at SJSU.
"The fact of the matter is that
this is not new. young people have
never voted," Vavreck said. "But
they grow up to be voters."
Rebecca Balderas. Associated
Students director of legislative
affairs, agreed with Vavreck that
young adults have busy lives and
sometimes find it difficult to edu-

,11,1,111 issues and
111e111,!1\
to S ote. but as v ou gei older. that
changes.
’’I_sits’s stir, once y011 are settled
and have certain priorities
i)1.1r
life, like children or a tull-time
job. you’re going to make sure
you protect that (by voting)."
Balderas said. "Because you’ve
worked 20 -something years to get
there."

Study # M504: TEAM TASK STUDY
DESCRIPTION: The four hour experimental task involves basic inspection and assembly
activities using bolts, nuts, and washers. This study requires five participants to make a
complete team for each scheduled session.
NOTE: We may select one person at random to reschedule after all attendees have arrived. If you are
selected, you will be rescheduled for another session, as well as compensated $25.00 for your time.
REQUIREMENTS: All participants must meet the following criteria:
Must be a United States citizen between the ages of 18-50
No learning disabilities
Must be right-handed/able to use a computer mouse with right hand
No color-blindness
Must possess basic computer skills
COMPENSATION: Participants that complete the full four hour protocol will be paid
$40.00 within three weeks of participation. If you are selected to reschedule, you will be
compensated $25.00 and another $40.00 after completing the full 4 hour protocol.

www.HKTrial.com
Fairness is far from guaranteed. Sometimes you has e to fight your was to
a level playing field. Whether your matter relates to tutul litigation. criminal
defense or immigrer
call the LAW OFFICES OF Ilk KINI.

Life is complex. Prepare to help people manage
the challenges of life.
Azusa Pacific University’s graduate programs in Clinical
Psychology offer:
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Civil Rights
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Art APA accredited Psy D Program
M A in Clintral Psyr hnlogy (Marriage/Family Therapy emphasis)
A curb, ’darn that integrates spirituality and values
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Ahg,,,p),..)),,,,-.,
For more information about APU’s graduate psychology programs’
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to the polls.
"I believe that a lot of information pros ided by the panelists was
true." said Mike Nguyen. an SJSU
student. "But a lot of the things
they didn’t talk about were what
students themselves were doing
on local campuses."
Nguyen said he thinks a lack of
education is at main reason young
people don’t vote, whether it’s a

SCHEDULE: This study will take place from 1:00-5:00PM. Please call the Test Subject
Recruitment office at (650) 604-5118 for available dates.

COLLEGE

Salary to $82.000 plus
excellent benefits
Gilroy, California

"I’m sure she became part of
his creative achievements," Flick
said.
Juhl’s niece, an associate professor of theatre at Southwestern
University in Georgetown, Texas,
said he did a lot of good in the
world. She said Juhl corresponded
with her sia
while she was

writing her dissertation for her
Ph.D.
"He was alss iy s irking about
it, asking me questions." she said.
"He kept me happy "
Juhl is stirs isil by his wife of
40 years, Susan Doerr.
A celebration of life will be
held at noon on Nov. 12 at the
Caspar Community Center in
Caspar. Calif.
"Juhl’s contribution will help
educate and entertain your children’s children.- Hick said
"He was my hero.- his niece
said.

compensation for your time and travel)

Communed to educational Excellence?
INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCHER

out to his family and we share in
the sadness of his passing."
Juhl married his companion
radio, television, and film student,
Susan Doerr, daughter of former
San Jose mayor Bob Doerr. said

At NASA Ames Research Center in Mountain View

Non -hormonal birth control hotline:
methods and study opportunity

, /o rornmerc,m
me CA 9,10016

lea

public employees."
Lennon said he supports what
the CFA is doing.
"The union is doing its job,"
Lennon said. "What ever they
believe in is in the best interest of
the members. ’The union is doing
what it feels it has to do. I wish
(the union) the best of luck."
Lennon added that he would be
supportive of Proposition 75 if it
didn’t only apply to unions.
"Companies are not required
to get their stock holders’ permission to contribute." Lennon said.
"They don’t have to target unions
that way. For equity issues, they
should require it for es ery one

PAID RESEARCH STUDIES

6164700

ri

conic the creatise producer and
head us titer of "Haggle Rock."
"Jerry was the unassuming behind the scenes creatise genius of
television puppetry.- Flick said.
"The Moppet Mos ie" Was one
of his latest productions, Flick
said.
"Jerry was an inspiration and
muse on many of the company’s
favorite projects and a mentor and
friend to all of the people who
were privileged to work alongside lit rn.’ sit roe Lisa Henson.
inn lienson’s daughter, on the Jim
tut hearts Int
Henson ’5, Cl’ site

www.thespartandai

Gt Custom Printed Apparel!
Embroidery Promotional Items!
4*
14011
sv. im
7.10 ea. lor 25
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4.16 su for 100
(dl., 7005
CAN, twiey1

CAVII

all teachers.
"We’re doing better job to
talk to our members about the issues and reaching out to them,"
Christensen said.
Sunshine
said
that
if
Proposition 75 passes, it would
severely hinder the CFA’s ability
to speak out against legislation
they are opposed to.
"It is our responsibly to speak
out on these issues," Sunshine
said. "It’s not just that we want
to speak out, but it is important
to speak out. Californians %sant
to know what teachers think.
Political issues that affects education frankly affects the jobs of all

GEN Y - Some students say peers should encourage each other participate in election process

%hairs on
1 our Shirt!

67

there not returned by press time.
Some faculty members agree
with the position of the governor.
"I’m going to vote for
(Proposition 75) because, in my
opinion. the union supports poor
candidates and supports causes
I don’t agree us oh." said Tom
Means, a professor of economics.
"The union supports silly political
causes that are not in the interest
of union members. Its interest is
more of interest groups not in the
union interest."
Christensen admitted that the
kw, are not always
union’s
those of the entire faculty and
they need to wklik to he a since for

JUHL - SJSU alumnus wrote for Jim Henson ’s -The Muppet Show" and "Fraggle Rock"
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Rise of Viagra detailed in professor’s new book
Text by SJSU faculty member probes drug’s place in American society and dispels myths about its effects on men
BY CHEETO BARRERA
Daily Staff Writer
Viagra may just be a little blue
pill but it has had a big impact on
society, according to a book written by San Jose State University
professor Jay Baglia.
The book, "The Viagra Ad
Venture:
Masculinity.
Media,
and the Performance of Sexual
Health." was written as Baglia’s
doctorate dissertation but adapted
for a more popular audience.
Viagra is a prescription drug
that allows some men with erectile
dysfunction to achieve an erection.
Baglia, a communication studies assistant professor who is in
his first semester teaching at SJSU.
said he tried to bring to light sonic

of the social impacts Viagra has
had on the United States through
the advertising and marketing as
well as dispel a few myths that
have taken shape.
"I think it reinforced some
things and changed others," Baglia
said. "What is reinforced is the
idea that to be masculine, you have
to maintain the ability to get it up
from puberty to the grave."
Baglia noted that in ads ertising.
the spokesman for the drug has
gone from former Sen. Bob Dole.
R -Kan., to race car driver Mark
Martin to baseball star Rafael
Pahniero.
Baglia said he is often asked
why he wrote the book and the answer, he said, does not meet with
people’s expectations.
"What had to do is sort of an

on going interest in
generally," Baglia said. "It came
along about the time that I had to
complete a Ph.D. (My adviser and
II were racking our brains about a
topic. One day my advisor passes
me in hallway and says ’Jay, how
about Viagra?...
Some students around campus
said that having Viagra so heavily advertised is not always a good
Ii ng.
They are trying to get as many
people as possible to take it, even
high school kids, no matter who
they are, just anybody." said Kevin
Brown, a junior majoring in sociology.
Phong Nguyen. a senior majoring in electrical engineering, said
Viagra is just another product that
makes someone a lot of money.

"It’s a noy drug and they want
to make it popular." Nguyen said.
’Anything you want to sell. you
want to hea Is market it. It is big
mono for Me ,ompamo Mat are
selling it ’is. tile Mete ale other prescriptions on the uhnkcl, Baglia said he
wanted to to,is on Viagra since it
was the first ot its kind.
Baglia said that with the emergence of
lagra. couples now
don’t haY
rcamm to explore
other areas oh se\ ’Lit pleasure. And
Viagra. he said. Is lust another pill
taken by American society’.
rho slapped a band -aid on it
versus addressing some icasons
that I think men may actually suffer
from erectile dysfunction
stress,
alcoholism and combinations front
other medications," Baglia said.

What do you think of seeing Viagra so heavily in the media?
COMPILED BY CHEETO BARRERA; PHOTOS BY KEVIN WHITE

"Seeing it on TV is
wrong, especially
because there are little
kids watching. They
don’t need to see that."
Kevin Brown

"It doesn’t kill you and
it doesn’t have serious
side effects. It makes
you feel good, what
more can you ask for?"
Ben Behnam

"I think people know
it’s out there, so I don’t
see a need for it to be
heavily marketed."
Alyssa Garrison

"I think that could give
people false hopes or
make them believe it
has other intended
uses."
Stephanie Sladic

JUMOr

senior,
computer engineering

junior,
liberal studies

graduate student,
gerontology

sociology

"In other %stmts. ise’ve become a ecstasy and methamphetamines
pill taking soLiety Then ise offset have on the man’s ability to have
the side :Meds of pills with more an erection.
pills. Baglia said there are three preBox% e cr.
vailing myths
Balgia
say
about Viagra
that
Viagra
that he has
ne
of come across
has allowed
men to talk
research
the
most in his
about a toph
Viagra will
they
pro 1interesting make sex last
ously
been
longer
for
ashamed
to things I found was that men, it imaddress.
Viagra has a street name: proves recov"What
er) time between sex acts
changed
is poke."
the way in
Joy
Baglia, author and and it makes
which %ye talk
11 sis’nbir.
pe am
about sexual professor
function and
All
of
x ua
these. Baglia
performance.said.
Pfizer
Bagha said "What I mean by
Pharmaceuticals has never claimed
that, the syy itch from impotence to in its advertising. On the other hand.
erectile ul Aunction allowed men Baglia said he also hasn’t seen Pfizer
the spa, e to talk about a physical actively deny the myths either
condition that didn’t necessarily
"What I think is interesting
implicate them as tar as personal- about that banter among the subcultures about these other things
ity goes."
In his book. Baglia points Imt that Viagra does, is it doesn’t hurt
that there are several my ths ,ibout sale of Viagra." he said.
the little blue pill, is Inch may also
Some students arc split about
help in creating a street use for whether the first two myths are
Viagra.
true, but they agree that the third
’’One of the most interesting myth is false.
"I don’t believe that for one so:things I found was that Viagi a has
a street name: poke.- Baglia said. ond," said Ben Behniun, a senior ma"When a drug has a street name, jonng in computer engineering. "It
it has underground usage. The that was true, they would he selling a
idea that Viagra has sueet name like crack on the street corners.’"
Lamont Gordon. a third- y ea]
tells me there are ’deviant’ uses of
Viagra."
student at SJSU who is undeclared.
One of des nut uses of Viagra. agreed.
"I’ve never heard of it. and I
Baglia points out. Is to counter aet
the affects drugs such as eocame. don’t believe it.- Gordon said.
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Mechanical Engineers and MBA Grads
Put your talent to work in the dynamic, team-oriented environment of
Lam Research Corporationwhere you will be challenged to achieve a high
standard of excellence and rewarded for your successes. We have immediate
entry-level openings for mechanical engineers and MBA graduates.
Apply for positions at the job fair or at lamjebs@lamrc.com.
The Company’s reputation as an organization where talented people
can learn, achieve, and be rewarded is the result of innovative employee
policies, competitive compensation practices, and corporate culture.
For additional information,

www.lamresearch.com

Lam Research Corporation has been a major provider of wafer fabrication
equipment and services to the world’s semiconductor industry for 25 years.
The Company’s innovative technologies empower customers to build
advanced, high-performance integrated circuits. Headquartered in
Fremont, Calif., Lam employs more than 2,000 people worldwide.
An equal opportunity employer (M/F/D/V).

Lam
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The Spartans are back!!
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Daily Staff’

Friday and Saturday,
October 21

Don’t miss this fun weekend!
Fridw

.aturday Highlights

Emmy award -winning
comedian

Alumni College

Dana Carvey
Saturday Night Live’s
hilarious creator of
* The Church Lady
* Garth, of Wayne’s World
* Bodybuilders
Hans & Franz
8 - 10 p.m., Event Center

Free classes with top SJSU professors
9 a.m. - noon, King Library, 2nd floor

Campus Village Ribbon Cutting, 10 a.m.
Free tours, 1 1

- 2 p.m.

Tailgates galore andnew this year
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The Fan Fiesta! $10 per person.

Homecoming Game
Spartans vs. Hawaii
Students free!

makes no
is there an
Spartan 01

Show SJSU ID at Gate 9

Special
student pricing
for
Carvey appearance
$20

Post-Game Sock Hop
Dance the night away!
7:30 p.m. - midnight
Barrett Ballroom,
Student Union

ounday
liahlights

with SJSU Student ID

Pancake Breakfast
International House,
360S. 11th St.
9:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
$8 general admission,
$5 with SJSU ID

Two ways to register
and get more info:
Call 408-374-1600.
Or visit our Web site:
www.sjsu.edu/homecoming

DELIVERY I
Earn up to $
Heavy lifting

ABCOM PRI
Flexible Gm
Commute ur
14081247-4E

OUTREACH
Santa Clara
Need car SE

TEACHERS
Degree,Crec
408-287-417

WELCOME
enthusiastic
pnvate eveni
your school
good money

ATTENTION
’$1500 BAS
Vector, the
available for
The position:
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’FLEXIBLE
’internships I
’All majors rr
’Scholarship
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’Training pro
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Fair hooks job seekers
BY CHRISTINA YOUNG
Daily Staff Write,
About 400 San Jose State
University students filled the
Loma Prieta room of the Student
Union to meet employers from 56
different businesses during the Fall
2005 Business Career/Internship
Fair Wednesday afternoon.
Among the companies represented were Applied Materials,
Inc.; Cisco Systems, Inc.; Kohl’s
Department Stores; and Walgreens.
"This is a great opportunity to
get to know the different companies that are here in San Jose," said
Lin Hue Nguyen -Do, a senior majoring in business marketing. "This
is exciting."
This is the first time the SJSU
Career Center has held a job fair
that has been open to internship opportunities, said Margaret
Wilkes. the job fair coordinator.
"We’ve always just done career
fairs in the fall.- Wilkes said. "But
around midsummer I had more
employers telling me they wanted
to start their internship recruiting."
During the weeks prior to the
fair, many students attended the
job and internship workshops offered by the Career Center. Wilkes
said.
These students were eiven an

early bird pass that allowed them
to enter the fair three hours earlier
than students who did not attend
the workshops.
"They’re probably feeling a
little bit better prepared and not
quite so nervous because they got
a chance to find out what’s going
to happen." Wilkes said,
Jason Bensan, a senior majoring in business marketing, said he
planned to talk to representatives
from Cintas and Target.
"I need to get one more year of
experience as an intern in marketMg." Bensan said,
Han Lee, a consultant at business and technology risk consulting !inn Protiviti and an alumnus
of SJSU who majored in management information systems, spoke
with students at his company’s station in the Loma Prieta room of the
Student Union.
"Our clients hire us to go into
their company and assess their
business processes," Lee said. "We
look and see if there’s anything
they can improve on."
Lee said he found his current
job through last year’s career fair,
"We recruit heavily from colleges." Lee said. "San Jose State
itself has a great program."
Wilkes. an SJSU alumna who
majored mit business. said because

of limited space, several employ ers who requested to be part of the
fair were turned away or put on a
waiting list.
"There’s just no room for any one else." Wilkes said. "That’s
why we’re holding these fairs two
days in a row. We can’t get them in
all in one day."
The Career Center is holding
its Technical Career/Internship
Fair Thursday that will be geared
toward more technical majors such
as engineering. Wilkes said.
Recruiters from businesses
such as Adobe Systems. IBM, and
Pacific Gas and Electric are acheduled to be at Thursday’s fair.
"This is only the tip of the iceberg.- Wilkes said. "The job fair,
yes, it is the most visible, but it’s
only part of the whole menu."
Wilkes said students should take
advantage of other opportunities
provided by the Career center, such
as the interview workshops that will
be offered next week and Spartajobs,
a job posting system exclusively
available to SJSU students.
"Many of these employers and
several hundred others are con sistently listing." Wilkes said.
"So every student should take 30
seconds, go to the Career Center
website. click on the student sign
in button and register."
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BY THERESA ALSTER
Daily Senior Staff Wnter
Chinese people use two or
three faces as a means of survival, said Ma Juan, a Chinese
dissident writer who spoke
through his interpreter Emily
Wu on campus Wednesday at the
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library.
"We’re not honest," Ma said,
"If you tell the truth, it may land
you in prison."
In his book "Red Dust," Ma
describes a scene where he is
affested by police and later released, he said,
"A young policeman told me.
’If you don’t behave. I will let
you disappear very quietly,’ "
Ma said. "At that moment, I decided to go into self exile. I did
not want to disappear."
This book was a result of that
self exile. A revised version of
this book has since been published in China. This scene was
censored and replaced by the
policeman saying. -Go home
and be a good citizen." Ma said,
"Don’t hang around hoodlums."
"This kind of control on
people’s thinking, memory and
truth of history is very scary,"
he said.

CLASSIFIED

Ma asked a group of students
at Beijing University, the location of the Tiananmen Square
massacre, if they knew about
this historical event, and very
few hands went up.
"This is an example of how a
country with utilitarian politics
can control people’s thinking,"
Ma said.
While in Chicago on his current tour, he was asked why his
books are so political, he said.
"My answer was, because
the bigger challenge to writers
is political pressure." he said.
"I could not ignore reality and
write about a love story."
He writes fiction because it is
sometimes more real than reality, he said. You can dig deeper
into human nature with fiction,
He learned about the south by
reading Faulkner and about
America from Hemingway. If
someone had given him a nonfiction book on American history, he probably would have put
it aside, he said,
"Inside China, writers under a
totalitarian regime cannot freely
think for themselves and express
their thoughts." Ma said. Writers
outside China are responsible fiw
writing a truthful history, he said.
Writers in exile are even more

watchful of what is happening in
China. he said. Both of his books
"Red Dust" and "The Noodle
Maker," a political parable. were
written outside China.
Today’s improved living standards have not affected freedom
of the press or inspired a correct
recording of history, he said.
"Today’s young people fin
China) read a different history
than what happened,- Ma said.
The China they learn about
is one that he doesn’t recognize.
he said.
"Most young people don’t
know what has happened in
China during their lifetime," he
said.
"Journalism is the best major." said a Chinese businessman, in San Jose for training, to
a student sitting next to him.
Mitch Berman. director of
the Center for Literary Arts, said
Ma met earlier with an SJSU
class. Before leaving the class,
Ma insisted on finding out what
the students were writing about.
Berman said that this was the
first time any visiting author had
solicited students’ writing ideas.
This esent is part of a literary series sponsored by San Jose
State lniversity’s Center for
Literary Arts.

’Some conditions apply
’No expenence necessary
’Training provided
Earn income & gain experience! Watch for us on -campus
throughout the semester or CALL 615-1500 Sam-5pm
www woritforstudents com/sjsu
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program. indoor pool Experience
with children a must Teaching experience not required AM/ PM/
WE shifts available Email resume sdavis@avac us
NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a job. we can help! Access
over 800 job listings on SpartaJOBS (the SJSU Career Center’s
Online job and internship bank) Its easy, visit us at PANW careerce
nter sjsu.edu, sign in and search SpartaJOBS!
RECREATION JOBS AT THE Los Gatos-Saratoga Rye Dept.
Positions open now for Leaders. Afterschool Elem Sch Age
ChildCare Recreation/Enrichment Programs M-F AM/PM shifts
avail T & Th PM shifts avail $7 83-$11 32/hr to start, depending
on exp No ECE credits required Kathy(g408 354-8700 X245
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS $14 50/HR to start
408-340-1994 So Bay
650-777-7090 No. Bay
PAVW funstudentwork com

FOR
SALE

-108-92-I-T277
F.x:

I08 -92-1-:Y.282
classiliedw casa.sjsti.edti

Online: www.thespartandailv.cmn

TEACHER / ASSISTANT (ECE) TOP PAY! firmed. PIT, FIT pos TIRED OF SHARING A BATHROOM? Come see our huge
Minimum 6 ECE units recfd Must be able to commute F/P must 2 bedroom 2 full bath. over 1000 sq foot apartment Walking
be clear (4081287-3222
distance to SJSU Newly remodeled. Laundry facilities Parking
HIGHLY MOTIVATED PERSON for rewarding career in financial Security Gate Easy access to Bay Area freeways. Substantially
larger
than others! $1195/ mo (408) 947-0803
services (650080-2856

ADMIN a SALES NEED F/T AUTO BODY ESTIMATOROUTSIDE SALES & A PIT ADMIN
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business Perfect for students I408 02 9510
Earn up to $250 every weekend Must have reliable truck or van ESBA SEEKS LIFEGUARDS and Aquatic Specialists. PT or FT
Heavy lifting is required 408 292.7876
in San Jose Ilex hours) days, Monday-Saturday Call Tiagog
408 295-0228 Send resume to jobs(gesba.org or fax 10 408 275*IKON PRIVATE SECURITY Security Officers PT/FT
9858
$9 82-$14 50/ hour DOE
Flexible Grave Bonus
Commute up to 25 miles
PART TIME SOCCER/ Basketball instructors needed Email
(408) 247-4827
info@faeclub corn
OUTREACH PROGRAM Counselors PIE lem Schools in Milpitas/ SITTERS WANTED $10./Hour
Santa Clara Degree/Cred not required Opp for teaching exp Register FREE
Need car Send resume/cover letter to hr@girlscoutsofscc org
for jobs at
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS PI Instructors
lern schools student -sitters com
DegreeiCred not required Opp for teaching exp Need car VM CASHIER WANTED 4 interview stop @ 10477 S DeAnza Blvd
408-287-4170 ext 408 E0E/AAE
(7-2pm) or call (408)253.9500
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! Local valet company needs
MOTHER’S HELPER WANTED
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to work at nearby malls.
private events & country clubs FT/PT avail We will work around Part-time help with (nearly) 3-year-old twins (girl and boy) 3
your school schedule Must have clean DMV Lots of fun & earn blocks from campus Research Analyst mother has home office
and needs someone 2 hours/ day, 3-5 days/ week to play with
good money Call 408 867-7275
them, and prevent chaos (Nice. fun kids, by the way) $15/ hr Call
ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS ’PART-TIME OPENINGS
Karin at (4081639-8068
’$1500 BASE-appt
Vector, the company for students, has part-time openings WEB DESIGN AND MAINTENANCE Seeking student in Web
Professional course study or equivalent to update and maintain
available for customer sales/service
existing company web site Be creative in design, layout. graphics
The positions offer numerous unique benefits for students:
and
colors Part time with flexible hours - work can be done at
’HIGH STARTING PAY
company location or remotely from your home Apply updated
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
skills learned in class to real life situation Download application
intemships possible
at www AscotEvents corn / Application/ contact html or Call Rick
’All majors may apply
@
(4081234-5153
’Scholarships awarded annually

EMPLOYMENT

GREENTREE APTS Newer Large 1 & 2 Bed Rm Units Park like
grounds Patio Gated W&D hook up Close to HY101 & 280
Rent start from $401 445 Tully Rd ‘-’,an

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Paycheck interval
5 Crunchy snack
10 Gives in the middle
BEAUTIFUL 1 BED APT. $750!
14 Whodunit name
15 Fishtails
[...lose to Lightrail $000 De’, k4080,ei
16 MD employers
17 Cut
CAMPUS CLUBS
18 Column type
19 Type of squad
$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER BONUS 4 hours of your groups 20 Serving items
(2 wits
time PLUS our free (yes, free) fundraising programs EQUALS
$1.00043.000 in earnings for your group Call TODAY for up 22 Army wheels
23
Fastens
to $600 In bonuses when you schedule your fundraiser with
temporanly
CampusFundraiser Contact CampusFundraiser (888) 923-3238 24 Tie score
or visit www campusfundraiser corn
26 On even terms
29 Lodgers
33 Numskull
SERVICES
34 Convenes
Overhang
35
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN $69 00 per year Save 30%-60% 36 Triangle part
(includes cosmetic) For info call
37 Gets closer
1-800-655-3225 or
38 Audition tape
39 When Paris sizzles
www studentdental com or
40 Young horses
www goldenwestdental corn
41 Breakfast item
PROFESSIONAL EDITING For your paper or dissertation 42 Quiche
Experienced Efficient Exact Familiar with APA & Chicago styles 44 Singing cowpoke
45 Miffed
ESL is a specialty Grace@831 252.110801
46 Conceited
Evagarce@aol con) or visit
48 Diminutive
www gracenotesediting con)
51 Summits
55 Good
BEAUTYCLU8 Haircut for men $7 & women $10 Hair colonng
in Guatemala
$15/ up Wax $5/ up Full set nails 515/ up Pedicure $13 56 Get the lead our)
Manicure $8 Located @ 505 S 10th St Ste 205 (corner of 58 Superstar
59 Frizzy coif
William 810th-upstairs) CALL (408) 993-2250
60 Recluse
61 Beak
ACTION DAY NURSERY Primary Plus seeking Infant, Toddler
62 Sudden urges
OPPORTUNITIES
& Preschool Teachers & Aides. FT & PT positions available
63 Center
Substitute positions are also available that offer flexible hours
64 Matured
BEST PART-TIME GIG EVERMI
ECE units required for teacher positions but not req for Aide
now
to
earn
extra
money
111
course
Take
our
short
computer
based
DOWN
positons Excellent opportunity for Child Development majors
1 Lett on a map
Please call Cathy for an interview@247-6972 or fax resume to next tax season Finish the course at your own pace at home
2 Marine bird
Jackson
Hewitt
Tax
Service
408-813-6212
Javed
Call
248-7433
3 Essay byline
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8th school seeks responsible
WANTED
individuals for extended daycare, PT, in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous experience with children a must. Please SPERM DONORS NEEDED The Palo Alto. Ca branch of the
call 248-2464
California Cryobank is seeking men of all ethnicities for our sperm
INTERNET WORK! $8.75438.50/ hr! PT/ FT/. $25 bonus donor programs If you are currently attending college or hold a BA
degree
you can earn up to $9013/mo receive a free comprehensive
Studentsurveysite com/ sp3
health screening & help infertile couples For More information or
EXP. TUTORS NEEDED! Homework Support 1st Gr-H. S. M -F to apply online please visit www cryobankdonors corn
3-9pm. $1200/ mo. Ms Scotti 408 255-5247
ASIAN EGG DONORS- $6200 Attractive. responsible, healthy
applicants needed Contact 528-9208 or info@wcfed com

IA
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¶515 ".5-li salve Sync-Scale
37 Roulette color
4 Didn’t lag
behind 2 wds ) 38 Intimidating
5 Flu strain
40 Man goat deft
41 Use a
6 Gimmicks
7 Groan causers
parachute
8 Flower garland 43 Jungle
chargers
9 Computer key
46 Workbench
10 Calculating
it Gigi s friend
tools
47 Paying
12 Viscous
attention
substance
13 Concorde fleet 48 Auction site
49 Type of racket
21 Annoy
22 Canning needs 50 Frond producer
51 Round
24 Active sorts
of applause
25 Charlie Brown
52 Aroma
epithet
53 Raise.
26 Detroit dud
as a question
27 Andes capital
54 Multitude
28 Not over
29’ Street Blues 56 Nightmare’
street
30 VCR button
57 Louts XIV e g
31 Hearsay
32 Frozen-laced
34 Was sincere

FOR RENT

X-LARGE-2BD-2-BLOCKS
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Tour brings exiled writer to SJSU
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The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and offerings are not
approved or vented by the newspaper
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.Vis are :ivailable
wt.) online at

2bd apartment (walk In closets). Great for students/ roomates!!
www.thespartandaily.com
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK w/ teens w/ developmental Great Floor Plan washer and dryers on premisis. parking
weekdays.
San
Jose
PT,
in
disabilities in After-School Program
available!) Only $1.050/ mo, may work with you on the deposit!!
2p-6p. Flexible scheduling Must have completed 6 ECE units (408)378-1409
$10/ hr. Great opportunity for students pursuing a career in special
education. Questions? Call Lesle. 510 835-2131 1(104. Send
resume to: jobs@esba org or fax to 510 444-2340 or mail 180
CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION
Grand Ave Ste 300 Oakland. CA 94612 FOE
illation mark, and spa, c IS formatted into an ail line.
Ear II line averages 25 spaces. Each letter, number, p
PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHER
mt. first lint- will be set in bold type and upper case for no extra charge up to 20 spares. A muujmtimmiiitmi ot duce
for small Santa Clara Private School M.F. 2-3prn (days and pm
lines is required. Deadline is 10:00AM, 2 weekdays prior to publication.
times can be flexible) Fax resume (408) 247-0996. $20 00/ Hr
BUNBRIMITIRELUXECIASSIEIEDADI
TEACHER’S AIDE:
I
2
4
5
BAIN
2nd/3rd grade. Small Santa Clara Pnvate School M-F. 9-12-30
$15.(6I
$18.00
$618/
$12.00
8,511..
$9.00
hr
$10.00/
247-0996
Fax resume to (408)
RAn. IN(RE.ASES $E 00 EACH ADDMONAL LINL AFTER THE TIIIRD LINE PER Al’.
RATE INCRIANT.S F? 00 FAL11 ADDTIONAL DAY AFTER THE HMI DAY P01511
YMCA hiring Child Care Teacher & Teacher Aides for after school
training
great
programs. FT/ PT, excellent benefits, fun staff,
RATES AM. CONSECUITVE DAYS ONLY All. ADS ASP, PREPAID
& career opportunites Fax resume to 408-351-6477 or apply
NO REFUNDS ON CANCILIRD ADS ADDITIONAL WORDS MAY BF ROW AT A l MOE OF tune PER WORD
online@ vivAy.scvymca.org
EBEQL7ENCY DISCOUNT)
BRINKS NOW HIRING FT/PT Armored Truck Drivers Must have
40. consecutive issues: 10% discount.
clean background Clean driving record Pass DOT physical
10%
discount.
Rate
applies
to student’s individual ads only. Not intended for businesses and itit
RAFE.
sivorNr
exam. Pass drug screen Ability to qualify for gun permit. 21 years
persons. Frequency discount does not apply.
of age. Excellent Benefits! Paid Training! The career you want
The benefits you need For more information call (408) 436-7717

Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional
information. Classified readers should be reminded that.
when making these further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money for goods m
services. In addition, readers should carefully investigate
all firms offering employment listings a coupons for discount vacations or merchandise
10/13/05
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Beer and traditional music staples of festival
Local Oktoberfest celebrations to
offer wide variety of German brews
BY DAVIDA ROSS
Daily Staff Writer
The month of October includes
several important dates in German
and German -American history.
Perhaps the most famous
German celebration worldwide in
October is Oktoberfest.
Oktoberfest, a festival typically
synonymous with drinking beer, is
a two-week celebration held each
year in Munich, Bavaria. Germany.
The original Oktoberfest was
held from October 12 to 17, 1810,
in Munich to celebrate the wedding of Prince Ludwig I of Bavaria
to Princess Therese of SachsenHildburghausen, according to
Encarta Encyclopedia
The event was so successful that
it was repeated annually, and has
become the world’s largest fair,
with 6 million attendees each year.
The official festival in Munich
has grown so popular, its festivities
are recreated all over the world
including in Santa Clara County.
San Jose held an Oktoberfest
event last Friday at the Fairmont
Plaza. The event featured live entertainment. German food and a
yodeling contest.
Darlene Tenes, event coordinator, said, "It was not really a festival. It was more of an event."
Tenes said Nu Day, a nine -member band that plays old -school and
Motown -style music, did a great
job entertaining the crowd.
"The event also featured
Hofbrau Munchen beer, a Bavarian
beer served during Oktoberfest."
Tenes said.
Tenes said proceeds from the
event went to the Boys and Girls

Club.
Downtown Campbell will hold
its annual Oktoberfest celebration
Oct. 15 and 16. The festival, which
draws over 40,000 visitors each
year, will feature food and drink
vendors, crafts booths and traditional German entertainment.
Betty Deal, executive director of Campbell’s chamber of
commerce, said Campbell tries
to make the festival the most authentic Oktoberfest celebration in
the area.
"We will have Spaten beer representatives pouring an official
Oktoberfest beer dating back to
1810," Deal said. "We will also
have authentic German bratwurst,
potato salad and red cabbage.**
Deal said this year marks the
11th year Campbell will hold an
Oktoberfest celebration.
"Even before many cities
started having different cultural
celebrations, we have been transforming downtown Campbell into
a German village each year for the
festival."
Deal said it is important to be
as authentic as possible and to
actively capture the essence of the
original celebration.
In the official festival in
Germany. beer plays an essential
role from beginning to end. The
festival begins with the Mayor of
Munich tapping a keg of beer and
yelling, "Ozapft is!" iBavarian for
"It’s tapped!") This event takes
place in the Schottenhammel tent,
the only tent allowed to serve beer
until the keg is tapped.
There are currently 14 main
tents set up during the festival,
each serving their own selection of

beer or wine.
The first tent,
named Hippodrom.
is a small, trendy
tent with a sparkling wine bar
known to attract local celebrities.
largest
The
tent is the HackerFest/eh tent, which
seats 8.450 people
inside.
The AugustinerFesthalle tent is
by
considered
many elders to be
the best tent because it serves the
favorite local brew,
Augustiner.
The most exclusive lent in the festival is the Killers
Schfinke
Wiesen
tent. This venue is
DIANA DIROY /DAILY STAFF
the smallest tent
and is notorious for Bob Maggiore, left,
along with the rest of the band The Internationals, toast to the audience in celebration of
excellent food, ex- Oktoberfest, the national German American Day, at Teske’s Germania on Friday.
pensive wine and
celebrity sightings.
history
October 3, the day of formal re- part of Philadelphia. was the first
Although the tent stays open two
This date signifies the German union. seemed like a better choice. German settlement in the original
hours later than the others, it is of- national Is
Ani tiller important day in
German Unity
13 American colonies.
ten the most difficult to get into.
mmemorates German history that takes place
It is estimated that one in four
Day. ’Ih s la diday
Many of the beers are brewed
the reunilk.ation ot Germany on in October is National German - Americans descends from German
especially for Oktoberfest and tend
Oct. 3. 1990. after the Berlin Wall American Day.
ancestry, a fact that can be attribto be darker and higher in alcohol
The holiday. which celebrates uted to the German immigration
came doss ii.
content than typical beers.
Although the Berlin Wall actu- and hoii,i i he histois ,,i German during the founding of America.
Although the test is al is called
According to Deal, it is also a
Oktobertest. the dates have been ally came down on November 9, immigration to \ inerica, falls each
1989. that date is also the mini- year on Octol,ci I.
reason that Oktoberfest celebrapushed forward so the festival
The date. deeilied a national hol- tions are so popular country wide.
begins during the last week in versary of Kristallnacht, the first
"Has ing a large European popSeptember to take advantage of large-scale Nazi -led attack against iday in 1987 by President Ronald
better weather. The festival in the Jews in 1938, and was there- Reagan. commemorates the day ulation. vv ith many people from
Munich now typically ends Oct. 3. fore considered an inappropriate Germantown. Pa.. was founded in Germany. plays a large role in the
1683. Germantown. which is now success of our festival." Deal said.
another important day in German day for a national holiday.
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o Gutierrez for the
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A HISTORIC MOMENT OF
SJSU STUDENT ACTIVISM
Tommie Smith’s raised right

John Carlos’s raised left black

black gloved fist represented

gloved fist represented unity in

black power, the knotted black

black America and the beads

scarf around his neck

around his neck signified

represented pride, and the box

lynchings suffered by blacks.

1N Ha-NOR oP
’TOMMIE SMITH & JOHN CARLOS
AND STUDENT ACTIVISM

in his left hand contained an
olive tree sapling which stood

Both men wore black socks but

as an emblem of peace.

were shoeless during the

MONDAY, OCTOBER 17TH

ceremony to represent black
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poverty in racist America.
Together they formed an arch of
unity and power.
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CONVERSATION
WITH HISTORY

SJSU ACT’
DURING THE 60’

Meet Olympic Medalists to
discuss their parts in the
historic 1968 Olympics

Panel Discussion with Tommie
Smith, John Carl
special guests:
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UMUN HUM
:00PM-2:
SCULPTU
UNVEILING

Presentation* hosted by
Miltesslo Cross Cultural Center
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